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PREFACE CONTENTS

Preschoolers learn �pre-skills� which lay the groundwork for the future. Through their 
playing, singing and learning, preschoolers gain skills which ultimately help them learn to 
read, write, build their language, math and general awareness skills and become 
successful students.  Preschoolers also learn �school readiness� skills which help them 
understand the routines of school, how to work in groups and how to be a student.

Preschool classrooms are often organized by centers or areas which are divided by 
different subjects and types of play.  The school day is structured with both time for free 
play, during which children can choose which centers to play in, as well as structured 
schedule devoted to each subject.

Though it may seem like it, preschool is not all fun and games. In fact, preschoolers learn 
through the fun and games! Research has shown that the development of early literacy and 
math skills in preschool is associated with future school achievement in both mathematics 
and literacy. It is believed that a child must learn through interactive fun-filled activities. It is 
our endeavor to provide learning which can be supported with assignments and play 
activities.

The illustrations in the book have been made colourful to create interest among children. 
The language in the book has been kept simple to suit the age group.

We hope that our book will contribute towards making Preschool learning appealing and 
fun filled.

THE ALPHABET FAMILY

Aa to Bb 1 to 2

Cc to Ff 3 to 7

Gg to Ii 8 to 12

Jj to Mm 13 to 17

Nn to Oo 18 to 19

Pp to Rr 20 to 25

Ss to Vv 26 to 33

Ww to Zz 34 to 37

RECAPITULATION

Match letter to picture 38 to 42

Colour 43 to 44

Match letter to letter 45

Join A to Z 46,49

Puzzle 47,48,50

Stick Pictures 51 to 52



Eat  me  and  keep  the  doctor  away.... Kick  me  and  enjoy  playing....
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